(주제어)
디지털 리딩, 메타포, 사용자경험디자인 (Abstract) The purpose of this research is to examine the effects of the metaphor of paper-book applied in page change of e-book interface on reading through e-books. In addition, it aims to analyze users' emotional responses to electronic books with page turning effects. When readers flip through an electronic book, the page turning effect, which is almost like in real paper books, makes it feel like they are reading the familiar, traditional way. Using the page turning methods and two different display sizes, four e-books measured the effectiveness of digital reading and evaluated emotional responses.
For the experiments on the effectiveness, this study measured the amount of time which one has to complete a task and the frequency of page changing attempted to solve the task. The emotional analysis was conducted using a five-point Likert scale with 12 vocabularies drawn by FGI. The result of the experiments on the effectiveness of digital reading suggests that the e-book with page turning effects cause the users' effective digital reading. The page flipping e-book with a paper book metaphor was highly rated in specific items-namely, 'natural,' 'familiar,' and 'soft'-but lowly rated in the 'complicated' item.
In the e-book, different types of page turning function can be suggested by designing the interface contents. The effective design leads to users' different reading patterns. When reading e-book with page flipping metaphor of a paper book, readers use the linear reading; in a linear, the page flipping effects can cause the effective digital reading experience. In addition, a sliding e-book without a paper book metaphor leads to a type of scanning reading 
